Examples of such deposits include the Coeur d’Alene District deposits of Idaho where most ore shoots occur
blind at depth, yet a substantial mining operation has been continued over many decades.

SECTION 00 IP PSEUDOSECTION, looking northwest showing resistivity (middle) and chargeability (lower) with a
strong chargeable anomaly under the Iguanacito surface mineralization and a weaker yet marked anomaly in the sediments
(Iguanacito divides intrusive diorite/tonalite to the left from a black mudstone unit to the right)

Chargeability Responses at Iguanacito


A strong chargeable response occurs directly underlying the surface expression of the high-grade Iguanacito
mineralization. This result correlates well with the mapped geology of gold-silver rich pyrite-silica breccia
hosted within a steeply northeast-dipping zone of intensely sericitized tonalite. (See Notes1 and 2 below about
slanting of IP results and effect of the depth of oxidation).



Chargeability highs occur at depth along strike in both directions and likely reflect additional non-outcropping
bodies of mineralization.



A chargeability high occurs under sediments to the east of the Iguanacito zone, appearing to correlate with the
westernmost of two wide zones of intense bleaching mapped in the otherwise black sediments by Angel
geologists. This is exciting in its own right but also these alteration zones trend in a southerly direction and
intersect with the southeasterly trending Iguanacito zone. The intersection of mineralized structures frequently
contains mineralized shoots and/or overlies the source of the mineralization/alteration.



There is a widespread surface chargeability response at Iguanacito yet to be explained. The chargeability high
on the left end of the section probably reflects a very strong surficial chargeable response rather than any
structure or zone extending to depth, but this needs to be confirmed.

NOTE1: The accompanying “pseudosection” is a non-“inverted” presentation of results. The survey was carried out with a
pole-dipole configuration progressing from left to right in the section, and by its very nature the method presents a leftwards
slant to the results. No correction inversion algorithm has been applied to show the “true” position of the anomaly. The
interpretation is done by matching the observed geology to the IP results. Even without any known geology the “pantleg”
results would be interpreted as a chargeable body extending to the “surface” and dipping to the right in the section – which
exactly matches the observed geology and the offset of the “surface” of the anomaly from its actual weathered surface
exposure.
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